Visionet Origination Services

Digital QC
Customizable QC platform ensuring a
complete pre-funding underwriting QC

Several of our wholesale lender clients need complete
pre-funding underwriting QC to ensure that they
approve, and fund quality loans originated through
third parties.
Visionet’s Digital QC platform helps our wholesale clients achieve this goal. The platform ensures that every
analyst follows the same QC process across the globe. It tracks the analyst output in the background providing
a mobile report every morning with a quick overview of the process. It also provides multiple other reports,
which help our clients monitor performance of the team and plan appropriate training interventions for them.

Some Key Features of Digital QC include:

Underwriting Reviews

Pre-underwriting

Fraud Reviews

Post Close

100% pre-funding
underwriting quality reviews
powered by our proprietary
audit platform

Pre-underwriting support
expedites loan approvals by
significantly reducing
underwriting touches

Fraud reviews reconcile red flags,
authenticate documents and
automatically trigger
re-verification

Sample Perform post-close
sample audits in alignment
with agency requirements

Underwriting QC through the Digital QC Platform ensures Quality of Design and Quality of conformance.
Audit Worksheet and Checklist as approved by the client in embedded in the platform, and each review is
anchored by an experienced analyst to document his findings and observation on the same platform.
Defects identified on the worked file are auto collated to trigger real-time dynamics dashboard reports,
with complete trending and analysis, and are made available with easy access to be used and presented as
and when required. Weekly, Monthly and Quarterly trending's helps management to evaluate the
performance of their staff and plan training interventions to prevent future defects.

QC Services Leveraging Customizable QC Platform

Update Platform

Platform Engine

Uses the latest QC checklist
via admin access

Logs and creates reports

Create a Checklist

Assisted Processing

Aligns with the product,
investor overlays, and
GSE guidelines

Leverage built-in business rules
help you implement the QC
checklist, ensuring speed and
accuracy

Everyday Reporting

Implement Globally

Serves daily, monthly, and quarterly
reporting via the dashboard and
mobile app

Provides a standard platform
for the entire team

Business Benefits

Ensures Quality of
Design and Quality of
Conformance

Audit Worksheet/
Checklist as Approved
by the Client

Checklist Embedded
in the Platform to Ensure
Uniform Usage

Powerful Real Time
Dynamic Dashboard
Reports

Easy to Prevent
Future Defects

Improved Clarity at
Pre-funding QC
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